StecoGuide drill sleeves in 3Shape Implant Studio™
Drill sleeves libraries

generic drill sleeves pre installed
(pilot + universal)

Guide sleeves can be activated connected to the implant system
(fully guided)

generic drill sleeves pre installed
(universal)
Selection StecoGuide drill sleeves

1. Select implantat
2. Select sleeve library Steco or Steco open outer sleeve
3. Select sleeve type Pilot open outer sleeve
   Universal
   Fully guided*

* Guide sleeves (fully guided) are available for several implant systems
Selection StecoGuide single sleeves

Cylindric single sleeves can be chosen under: Pilot

The picture and the description are shown when sleeve is selected

Available lengths and diameters are shown in a table
Sleeve to implant distance is adjustable
Selection StecoGuide **double sleeves (tube in tube)**

Double sleeves can be selected under: **Universal**

The picture and the description are shown when sleeve is selected.

Available lengths and diameters are shown in a table.
Selection StecoGuide **double sleeves**

Diameter 3.5 describes **outer sleeves**

An outer sleeve is fixed in the surgical template.

Different sizes of inner sleeves can be chosen acc. to the diameter of the surgical instrument.

**diameter 1.16 to 2.8 mm describe inner sleeves**
Selection StecoGuide double sleeves

Diameter 1.16 - 1.3 - 2.0 - 2.2 - 2.35
Length 5.0 mm
Inner sleeve for depth stop

Diameter 3.5 describes outer sleeves

Diameter 1.5 - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.2 - 2.35 - 2.5 - 2.8
Length 6.0 + 10.0 mm
Inner sleeves with funnel
Principle StecoGuide **double sleeves**

Plan position of outer sleeve in 3Shape Implant Studio and fix it in the surgical template.

Different sizes of inner sleeves fit to the outer sleeve and are changed during surgery acc. to the diameter of the surgical instrument.

Plan position of inner sleeve in 3Shape Implant Studio and fix it in the surgical template.

Use inner sleeve in the desired diameter for pilot drill.

Inner sleeve overlaps outer sleeve 0,34 mm
Selection StecoGuide guide sleeves

Guide sleeves can be selected under: Fully Guided

The sleeve associated to the implant diameter is shown in the table.
Selection StecoGuide guide sleeves

StecoGuide guide sleeves diameter and length are adapted to the surgical instruments of the named manufacturer.

The sleeve to implant distance is defined for the depth stop.
Selection StecoGuide open outer sleeve

Separate library for Open outer sleeve
Selection StecoGuide **open outer sleeve**

Only one version  
D 5.0/d3.5/L6  
Compatible to universal double sleeves
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